
JL Testimony af NYC "edicel Examiner Michael Baden to Hee& 	 HW 9/8/78 
Uses in 226 Aepeal 

Baden's testimony in both cases suggests revision of 3hakespeare, "First Let Us 
X111 All the Expert Witnesses." It wee cleverly false, wieleading and deceptive, an 
clifeetive disinformation operation. It proves the need for really independent experts 
ea well as non'-professional experts in sensational cases and political proceedings. 

I do mean that he li e and I do mean that the lies were not accidental. There 
was other factual error that I attribute to his factual ignorance and this to his 
eillingguvegewooe and understanding of the role for which he was engaged. Or, he 
has this ion._ career of being a professional prosecution witness and he has no qualm% 

C, 	~ths~committue and its predetermination and preconcpetions were confronting 
fay PeetMortem.Zowork remains intact and with perhaps the most unusual if entirely 
unintended endo 	nt and confirmation. It is where, without mentioning the book, he 

eundertook to weri his way around it that he lied. 

---1fteellia no choice but to confirm the meet basic evidence I produced, that the 
fatal heed wound was four inches higher than the comasaion mix, au touse placed it 
and teat the bac,: wound was lower and was on the back rather than in the nadir. "ere ho 
said two inches and had a picture to confirm that. But with his picture he misrep-
resented because the corpse was probe and the living body wee uptight when shot. All 
other factors being normal, this means that the wand was lower than Baden placed it 
because the scapula, the floatingeet bone in the body, moves upward hen the body is 
prone and on the face. 

His testimony will have the intended headline malt, Warren Comoisaion Con-
firmed," becuae he and the panel agreed that the shots all came from the rear. In 
this, if true, they will have avoided a serious and I think fatal question: if the 
trajectories lead to the so-called Oswald sniper's neat when worked backward from 
whit is now established as the wrong points of entry, he can the same trajectories 
work to the same point from the correct points of entry? Can you imagine the differences 
with four and two inches projected backward 200 and 300 feet? (Of course this works 
out the same way with the fundamental "single bullet theory" because it As no,, clear, 
from "expert" evidence, that the bullet that did go downward at about 25 in Connaek 
was actually going upward in Joe's body and there was only air to deflect it downward. 
wn both counts, despite the press the new verzion will receive, the official account 
is again destroyed, officially with my work unmentioned. (This lack of mention of env 
work Sete dad to Bleeee's recitation of the critical books.) 

Ironically, the one dissenting panel expert was so stupid he did not understand 
this evidence in 1968 when I sent it to him when he was to be an aeeeet witnessep ee 
Washington in the ease of emle eIm. I was no shocked when I had to explain it to 
ida by phone that I taped that and taped the secoed tree, 4/U101 end and others were here 
mad also on the Awns. 

In all of this dim Baden and the comeittee, seeking to limit to three shots and an 
implied lone assassin, totally ignored the third man, wounded, my friend Jim Tagus. There 
was no mention of the "missed" shot, which is so important in 226. (Pogue called ma 
about midnight. Berl* happy that a new child is on the way, after about 10 years, and 
if it I:: a boy is to be named after mei lie has become one of the top five auto salesmen 
in the country, Bo. 1 in dallas, and just declined a job guaranteeing 31,000 a month 
more than he makee. se also in disturbed that he has heard nothing from the comeittee. 
I tole hem to regard thia as one of his blessings.) 

Baden also lied when he made inadequate mention of the damage to the short collar 
and to the tie, as he did in saying he had no evidence that the damage was from cutting. 
Be lied when he said the hole is the one side of the collar exactly coincides with 
Ihe 14111P111113111111Matex front neck wound and he deceived in not testifying that there 



holes in both sides of the neckband and they do NOT coincide, as from a bullet they 
must. Nora deception in not testifying to whether or not the nick to the Age of the 
tie ceincidee with these holes, as it does with NEITHER. And is there lees dedeption 
in not informs the committee that the knot was undone after a court ordered a photo 
of the knot taken for me? (Ulan I was ero se in C.A. 2569-70.) 

I can go on and on with his dirishonestios. I'm limiting aynlE to some of what 
you may find of use in arguing the apeeal for the evidence he se totally ignored, 
the spectrographic proof that no bullet hit the short collar or tie. 

I believe that these are of such a nature that they can be used against him and 
perhaps to a less degree in any sensational murder cane in which ho is the main ero-
secution litnese. I can well imagine him contriving, a phoney ewe to ant a conviction. 
If I am correct that under such conditions it is fair gams to impeach the expert:, than 
a blow can be otruck for integrity in the eyetem of justice by exposing these whores 
and their virtually closed corporation, really a Emmett cartel. No poor person can 

survive them and the wealthiest "alioea would have real problems rebutting them. 
"Now, doctor, did you testify that....'i'" Then "I show you this picture and I ask you..." 
to his professional grave, repeated and repeated and reeeated. 

Dave phoned last night. In the course of our conversation he lam had and said 
"loueeeherlin." I remembered. lie was not awing I'e any kind of magician. 	was 
referring to a crack I made ewe time ago  about the utter incompetence and how it 
made oo look uore like Merlin, the men who could remember the future. It was eave's 
:notion to the hearings and to my forecast about the committee on assassination. 

Tele Merlin in me, which draws upon a number of years of the past, and this 
committee testimony impels the belief that I are correct in the belief that our best 
course in all MIA. cases is to attack the basic integrity ef all the government's 
xrid,..co, witnesses and an occasion counsel. k rticularly with the .1-1 and eie. 

To this and I will have with me for the 1996 calendar call the orieinele of etiee 
Pa-entire Sectiou relevant in the case and at this junction, volumes still not proe 
vided to me, but provided to a reporter fttend I've been helping, a fellow from Niari 
vho stopped off with them yesterday afternoon on his tray home and see,ing more help. 
This is Kilteer/Scuersett stuff, about which Sa eciwith coetinued withholding in hie 
mureant affiiireit, with the attachments that have obliterations. I app algid a year and and half ago,  eeeeemeg proof that ,bat was withheld was within the public dcuelu end 
in fact was first brought to light in my books. While I have to re urn the originals 
to hit, I think that waving themt in front of the judge on Thursday nay be effective, 
expecielly if reu reae the ccvce page, which shows Lhat ti records cure processed for 
the illative committee only long after ve had this came in court - and eves then were 
Athheld *odor the spurious claim of inability to recover by subject from FBI files. 
(Relevent ie 1997 too?) 

I'm milling to r=ake the outgoing mail. If ail gate up in -time to copy this cover 
page I'D. include it. ef not I'll mail it tenor-n.31, and will bare both volumes, which 
byethen I'll also have mopied and perhaps examined, :pith me next 111101C. 

nastily, 


